Major new features of ROAD DOCTOR
Update version 3.4.74
This is an update version of previously released Road Doctor 3.4
(November 2019). A new major release (3.5) will be published in the
end of year 2020. Along with these some major new feature, the
update brings many smaller enhancements and large number of bug
fixes. Installation of this new version is recommended.
Table view
Road Doctor includes now a new powerful table view tool for calculating statistical values from
selected columns. Earlier, statistical calculations were possible only in row direction. The new tool
makes possible to calculate from selected columns average value, median value, deviation, sum of
values, number of values, minimum value, minimum value location, maximum value, maximum value
location, slope, goodness of fitting (R^2) and prediction of x at given y or y at given x. This operation
can be used for example to estimate, when the rut depth reaches the critical limit, if there are
measurements from multiple years. The slope calculation operation can also reset the slope, if for
example the ruts are patched in some road sections. The user can select, which parameters are
inserted into the table. If the table was taken originally from linked data base, the program can also
save the changed table and replace the old table with table with new columns without relinking.

Video and 360 Video
Road Doctor uses now newest VLC media player libraries to enable fast 360 video playback. The new
drivers make possible also to change contrast, saturation, brightness, etc. of the video. The old one
was custom made and had problems with large video sizes. The old player is still used to make possible
to show single 360 images. The 360 video can also be zoomed and panned with mouse buttons.
As a new feature it is also possible to set a location shift for video. This makes possible to synchronize
the view location to actual data location. Also reverse played video can be set so that they show the
same location at the same time. This combined with the synchronized playback of multiple videos
makes analysis easier than before. Also, the playback and pausing/reversing video has now new quick
tools, which enable handling the video without clicking the video or actual play/pause button. As a
new feature video can be started or paused with center mouse button or with spacebar key. If Control
button is pressed simultaneously, the video starts to play reverse.
Specially if the video distance shift is combined with the Road Width tool that comes with the
Diagnostics module, the actual location of interest can be pin pointed, as in the image below.

GPR Tools
A new tool ‘Save All Traces to Clipboard’ in Road Doctor’s single scan view makes possible to output
GPR data contents shown on the screen to clipboard and from there to table view or any other table
tool for additional processing. The tool copies the distance and time range which is shown on the
screen. Scans can be skipped if every scan is not needed. The operation is very quick. The data can be
linked from table view to project tree and it can be shown on the screen as a normal surface image.
All the Database filtering tools which are available in Surface module are available. Now the mouse
scroll button can be used to move data up and down in the scan view and if Control is pressed, it is
possible to zoom in and out.

In the similar way as with GPR plain data view, it is possible to save the amplitudes shown in GPRmodules slice view to clipboard. This makes possible to use own amplitude analysis tools and, also,
use other software to show the data from slices. Or as with plain data views, use it as a Road Doctor
database and with Surface view. Also, the routines used for slice views calculated based on interpreted
layer interface is much faster than before.
As a new feature it is possible to link also 3D Radar’s .3dra GPR files with multiple channels in the same
way as single channel files. This makes processing and linking of large measurements much faster than
before.
In the previous Road Doctor version there were a limitation, that single data array was not possible to
be more than 2Gigabytes. This caused problems with very large and long GPR-files and also Laser
scanner files. This limitation is now removed, and a single data section (GPR file or channel) that can
be loaded into memory is now 2 Billion addresses, which means 8Gb. This makes possible to use the
full power of modern fast computers.

Project Tree handling
Project tree handling routines are now optimized and the tree is resetted only when really necessary.
The previous version reloaded everything always, if some data was removed or linked. This caused
that the linking process could be quite slow, with very large projects.

See the complete list of changes in a separate document.

